Introduction. Suppose XQEk (k^2) is a k cell, g is a real-valued continuous function on Ek, j is a positive integer not greater than ¿, and / is the mapping defined by the relation f(x) = (xi, • • • , Xj-i, g(x) , Xj+i, • ■ • , xk) for x G Ek.
For this class of mappings on Ek into Ek (denoted by flt) we concern ourselves with the validity of the formula f | Djg(x) [ ¿O -L(f\ X) -f S(/, X, y)¿0 = f #(/, X, y)d£ky
where Djg is the partial derivative of g in the direction of the jth base vector, L(f\ X) is the Lebesgue area of the surface f\ X, S(f, X, y) and N(f, X, y) are respectively the stable multiplicity and multiplicity of / on X, and /j, denotes the ¿-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
The main results, which comprise a complete theory of area for the class ß*, are embodied in Theorems 2.6, 2.13, 2.14, and 2.15.
For k = 2 the results are in most part known (see [Ti] , [T2] , and [R] ). The theory of area of the class ß* is intimately connected with the theory of area of ¿-dimensional nonparametric surfaces in Ek+i. In fact if g is the function defined by |(x) = (xi, x2, • • • , xk, g(x) ) for x G Ek, and 7T is an orthogonal projection of Ek+1 onto Ek, then i\X is a ¿-dimensional nonparametric surface in Ek+i, and
TTOf is a mapping of Ek into Ek. For some, but not all, orthogonal projections it, w o g is a member of ß*. A reduction procedure is devised whereby the theory of area of the class A* extends, in great part, to the mappings w o g. A theory of area for ¿-dimensional nonparametric surfaces in Ek+i evolves; a theory in which complete information is obtained concerning the validity of the relation Presented to the Society, June 20, 1954 ; received by the editors June 8, 1954. 
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where Jg is the Jacobian associated with g by means of its approximate differential, and where the last two members of the string are respectively the stable integralgeometric and integralgeometric areas of the surface g\ X. The main results are contained in Theorems 3. 8, 3.11, 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17 . For k -2 the theory of area for ¿-dimensional nonparametric surfaces in
Ejt+i is well established (see [F4, 6] and [S, V] ). 1. Definitions.
Definition.
If/ is a function, then inv/ is its inverse, and for any set A, f\A is the function with domain (AP\domain f) for which (/| A)(x) = f(x) whenever x G {A (~\ domain/).
Furthermore
N{f, A,x) is the number (possibly w) of elements of the set Ar\{z\f(z) =x\, and f*(A) = {x | x = /(z) for some z G A }.
If g is also a function, then fog, the superposition of / on g, is defined by the formula (fog)(x) =f(g(x)) for all x.
1.2 Definition. Euclidean n space will be denoted by En. The usual metric and inner product (denoted by •) are assumed for this w-dimensional vector space. We write x = (xi, x2, • • • , xn) for x G -En.
For m and n positive integers we shall often identify EmX.En with Em+n.
Lebesgue n dimensional measure over En is denoted by /¿n-«(») = -G(£nn {*|| x\ < l}). 
for x G -Em and X a real number.
For i^i^m let "■/* denote the ¿th unit vector of Em. Then if L is a linear function on Em to £n
The matrix of L, which we identify with L, is the w by m matrix whose entry in the jth row and îth column (1 ^j^n, 1 giijm) is L). If m^n the square root of the sum of the squares of the determinants of all m by m minors will be denoted by A(L).
If 1 ^m^n, f is a function on Em to En, and L is a linear function on Em to £" for which
then L is unique and is termed the approximate differential of f at x. If x is a point at which / has the approximate differential L we denote
If / is a function on E\ into E" and a <b, then 7?_"/(i) is the supremum of the numbers of the form t\m-m-ù\, t-i where a = /0á<iá ■ ■ ■ útn = b. If / is a function on En to £t and j is a positive integer no greater than », then Djf is the function on En such that Djf(x) = lim-for x G -En-»-k» h 1.5 Definition. If má» are positive integers, then p™ is the function on En onto Em defined by Pn(x) = (xi, ■ • ■ , xm) for x G -En.
1.6 Definition. If « is a positive integer, then G" will denote the set of all linear transformations R on EH to En for which | R(x) | = | x | whenever x G En.
With respect to the topology of uniform convergence and the operation of superposition, Gn is a compact topological group, in fact, the orthogonal group of £".
The identity element of Gn will be designated by "/, and <f>n will be the unique Haar measure over G" for which 4>n(Gn) =1.
The following fact may be inferred (see [W, 8] ): If / is a <pn measurable function on Gn then
whenever 5GG".
1.7 Definition. If m^n are positive integers, then
A function g on En is said to be a gauge over En if and only if domain gC {^| ^C-En}, range gC{t\0^t^ oo }.
If g is a gauge over En and 0 <r ^ <o, the function gr is defined by the relation gr(A) = inf X g(S) for A C En, fGb SE.F where FÇzB if and only if F is a countable subfamily of domain g for which A C U S, diameter S < r, whenever S GE.
One says that 0 is generated by g if and only if g is a gauge over EH and <f> is the function defined by
It may be shown that 0 is a (Carathéodory outer) measure over En and that closed subsets of £" are <f> measurable. 
whenever 5 is an analytic subset of £", Xn (S) = a(m)2 (diameter S) whenever S G En, then 3C"* generated by %n, Jn generated by C, and T™ generated by 7™ are respectively the Hausdorjf, the integralgeometric, and the Gross ¿-dimensional measures over w space (see [F4] , [H] , [C] ).
One may easily check that 3C™, J™, and T™ are invariant under isometries of En and that any subset of En is contained in a G¡ set of equal 3C™ measure, in an analytic set of equal 5T measure, and in a Borel set of equal T™ measure. The equality of J" and J^n is apparent from the definition. It is also true that JCB=£n (see [SD] ).
1.10 Definition. If m^n are positive integers and XÇ_Em is an m cell or its interior, then Cn{X) will denote the set of continuous functions on X to En. If g(E.C"(X), then g is a polyhedron if and only if X can be so triangulated that g maps each simplex baracentrically onto a rectilinear simplex of E". It is to be noted that relative to the topology of uniform convergence the class of polyhedra is dense in Cn{X), and also that all areas used in this paper are equivalent on the class of polyhedra. For such a function/Gß* and i a positive integer,/¿ will be defined as that element of ß* for which
2.1 Sectional assumption.
In the development of a theory of area for the class fl* it will be convenient to fix a function /Gß* which will be defined by The remainder of the proof is divided into four parts.
Proof. If A is a subset of £* we shall denote by q(A) the number (possibly oo ) of elements of A. Whence 
Proof. Suppose z = (z', z") G£*-i X£i. We know that
It is easy to check that
Letting x=(u, fl)££fc-iX£i and applying Part 2 to/,-we infer with the help of Parts 3 and 2 that
J KfJ Ek 2.3 Lemma. 1/ XÇ_Ek is a k cell with boundary X, FÇ£Ck(X), GE.Ck(X), and if F\ X is homotopic to G \ X where F\ X is a map of X into Ek -\y}, G\ X is an essential map of X into Ek -{y}, then y is a stable value of F\X -X.
Proof. Let r = inflGx | F(x) -y\, and let t denote the function on Ek-\y} into the k -l sphere defined by the formula
The proof will be divided into three parts. Part 1. If degree (x o F| X)?¿0, then there exists a pGX -X for which
Proof. Since X is a k cell, for q(EX we may define a continuous contraction 0 of X into {q} :
Suppose that the statement is false. Then for O^/^l Proof. Since for xÇ.X
Hence it suffices to define the continuous function 0:1>X {z|0á<á 1} -►£*-{y},
to establish that E| X and H\ X are homotopic. Consequently ir o F\ X and x o H\ X are homotopic and degree (iroF\ X) = degree (x o ff | X).
Part 3. y is a stable value of F. Proof. We assume hu to have the same meaning as in Lemma 2.2. Let C be the set of points (u, v) in Y for which hu has either a relative maximum or a relative minimum at v. We may check that C is a Fa set and hu (C(k) ) is countable for u G Y{k).
If follows that/*(C) is £k measurable and
hence we may complete the proof by showing that/ is stable [F4, 6 .6] at every point of Y-C. For if this were so, then
Let e>0.
If (m°, d0) = (m?, u\, • ■ ■ , «*_!, t')£7-C, then using the continuity of g we can select u1 G F(4)) »s G F(*>, s1 G £i, »2 G Ei, (1) K(vx) < hu(v°) < hu(v2) whenever u G P, or else (2) huiv1) > hu(v°) > hu{v2) whenever u G P.
Observe that X is a k cell with diameter less than 2kll2t and, denoting its boundary by X and/(w°, v°) by y, that/] X is a map of X into Ek-{y).
If (1) for (w, », /)G((£iX£i)nZ)x{z|0=Z^l}, and infer that G is an essential map of X into Ek -{y}, G is homotopic to /1 X.
Lemma 2.3 implies that y is a stable value of/| X -X, and from the arbitrary nature of e we conclude that/ is stable at (u°, v"). Whenever (2) occurs a similar treatment is employed. The proof is complete.
2.5 Lemma. If X<ZEk is a k cell with boundary X, then J¿k \f*(X) ] = 0. 
In view of Lemma 2.5 it is seen that this relation holds with Y replaced byZ.
For the other part of the statement we recall in general that L(f\ X) ^ lim inf L(fj\ X). Let j be so large a positive integer that (interior X)z C V whenever z G K¡.
Then we can show just as before that
Since e was arbitrary this completes the proof. 2.13 Theorem.
The following statements are equivalent:
Proof. By virtue of Part 2 of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.6
The theorem is an immediate consequence of this equality.
2.14 Theorem. If g is B VT(k) on X, U is the set of those points x in X for which Dkg(x) exists, Y is an jQj, measurable subset of X and Z is an analytic subset of Ek contained in X, then (i) U is a Borel subset of Ek and J^k(X-U) =0,
(ii) JT| Dkg(x) | ¿O = fEkN(f, Yn U, y)dCky < «, In this case the validity of Theorems 2.14, 2.15, 2.17, and 2.18 and Remark If / is a continuous real-valued function on Ek and i is a positive integer, then / and /,-will be the functions defined by the relations
fi(x) = (xj, Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xk, /i(x)) for x G £*.
Sectional assumptions.
We let/ be a fixed continuous real-valued function on Ek, and for/ a positive integer no greater than ¿ + 1, 'R will denote that element of Gk+i for which
Observe that
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k+1R is the identity element of Gk+\, Proof. We know that
for wG£*+i-Thus
whenever xG£*. We may infer then that pl+i o S o/£iît. Moreover upon letting E(x) = Skk-xk+Sl+1 -f(x) for xG£*, a check reveals that Proof. We know for any two vector subspaces of a vector space that the sum of their dimensions is equal to the sum of the dimensions of the vector spaces generated respectively by their union and intersection. Now suppose that the dimension of KC\Z is ¿ -1. Using the transitivity of the orthogonal group, we can choose functions A, U, and T for which We shall denote inv /(z) = z' whenever z G E*.
and for¿ a positive integer, we define the functions E, E¿, £, Fi by the formulae F -/oí, Fi = fiOt, forJjc almost all xG£t.
Proof. Let i?GG*+i-Just as in the preceding lemma we may select functions U, S, t and define functions F and F so that E=/o¿,
Then with the help of Lemma 3.2 we find that For if 5, U, t, and F are chosen as in Theorem 3.5, it then follows by Theorems 2.6 and 3.5 and certain invariance properties of the Lebesgue area that The proof is completed by extending this inequality to hold whenever F is a Borel subset of Ek.
3.13 Sectional assumption. For the rest of this section XC£* will denote a k cell. (ii) Ltf|X)<«. Proof. Letting Theorems 3.8 and 3.16 play the respective roles of Theorems 2.6 and 2.14, the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.18. In fact only the verification of the additivity of the singular part of the decomposition is different. For this the following general property of Carathéodory outer measures proves useful: if 0 is a Carathéodory outer measure, A, B, and T are elements of domain 0, and A is 0 measurable, then
